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A fixed or mobile security platform using

advanced artificial intelligence (AI) and

machine learning algorithms to prevent

the theft of catalytic converters.

AUSTIN, TEXAS, UNITED STATES,

January 16, 2023 /EINPresswire.com/ --

The Infinite Protection security

integration team has released a

technology-based security platform

that uses advanced artificial

intelligence (AI) and machine learning

algorithms to prevent the theft of

catalytic converters. The theft of catalytic converters has been on the rise due to their precious

metals and other valuable components. The Infinite Protection platform uses an array of sensors

and cameras to detect suspicious activity and alert security personnel or police if a likely theft

Prevention of catalytic

converter theft is key.  This

and other crimes can be

drastically reduced by

leveraging advanced AI

algorithms. You can now

automatically identify and

prevent the theft.”

Isaac Dunifon

event is detected. Additionally, the platform has been

designed to integrate with existing security systems to

increase their effectiveness. By using AI, the system can

learn from past events to better predict potential threats

before they occur. 

When asked how their crime prevention platform is able to

specifically stop catalytic converter thefts, the President,

Isaac Dunifon, said, "Our scout's utilize advanced AI

algorithms to detect suspicious behaviors such as a person

positioning themselves on the ground. We also use

acoustic sensors to detect the sound of power tools which

are often used in catalytic converter thefts." Our platform sends an alert to security personnel or

police as soon as the human posturing or sounds are detected, allowing them to respond quickly

and effectively. Additionally, our platform is designed to integrate with existing surveillance

systems so that police or security personnel can monitor potential suspects from a distance and

intervene if necessary.   

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.kvue.com/article/news/crime/texas-catalytic-converter-thefts-second-highest/269-e16f3ac1-2f90-4f11-933f-5fc77d322d08#:~:text=Texas%20has%20the%20second%20highest,claims%20at%20the%20same%20time.&amp;text=AUSTIN%2C%20Texas%20%E2%80%94%20A%20new%20report,converter%20thefts%20in%20the%20U.S.
https://www.kvue.com/article/news/crime/texas-catalytic-converter-thefts-second-highest/269-e16f3ac1-2f90-4f11-933f-5fc77d322d08#:~:text=Texas%20has%20the%20second%20highest,claims%20at%20the%20same%20time.&amp;text=AUSTIN%2C%20Texas%20%E2%80%94%20A%20new%20report,converter%20thefts%20in%20the%20U.S.


Mobile Scout Crime Prevention Platform

Mobile and Nano Crime Prevention Platform

Real-Time viewing and communication

options include HD video feed and

audio talk down capability, giving

security personnel or police the ability

to quickly assess the situation and take

appropriate action. The platform is

offered in various configurations, as a

fixed or mobile solution, and with solar

or wind-powered options for fast

deployment. . In most instances the

advanced AI algorithms can be

integrated into existing IP based

camera systems. 

A weapon detection component is

offered which can detect concealed

weapons such as guns, knives, and

explosives. This component uses

thermal imaging technology and

advanced algorithms to scan people

and objects in the environment. This

helps ensure that only authorized

users have access to the premises and

that any suspicious activity is quickly

identified.
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Portable gunshot and explosion detector

Mobile Facial Scanning and Recognition trailer
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